Let K be an algebraically closed complete ultrametric field. M. Krasner and P. Robba defined theories of analytic functions in K, but when K is not spherically complete both theories have the disadvantage of containing functions that may not be expanded in Taylor series in some disks. On other hand, affinoid theories are only defined in a small class of sets (union of affinoid sets) [2], [13] and [17] . Here, we suppose the field K topologically separable (example Cp). Then, we give a new definition of strictly analytic functions over a large class of domains called analoid sets. Our theory uses the notion of T -sequence which caracterizes analytic sets in the sense of Robba. Thereby we obtain analytic functions satisfying the property of analytic continuation and which, however, will admit expansion in power series (resp. Laurent series) in any disk (resp. in any annulus). Moreover, the algebra of analytic functions will be stable by derivation. The process consists of defining a large class of analytic sets D, and a class of admissible sets making a covering of such a D, so that we obtain a sheaf on D. We finally give an example of differential equation whose solutions are strictly analytic functions in an analoid set. Such an example might not be involved in theories based on affinoid sets.
Let D be an infinite subset of K. Then R(D) denotes the set of rational functions h ∈ K(x) with no poles in D. This is a K-subalgebra of the algebra K D of all functions from D into K. Then R(D) is provided with the topology U D of uniform convergence on D, and is a topological group for this topology. H(D) denotes the completion of R(D) for this topology and its elements are named the analytic elements on D [4] , [6] , [11] .
Definition.
A set D is said to be analytic if for every f ∈ H(D) for every a ∈ D and r > 0, the property f (x) = 0 whenever x ∈ d(a, r) ∩ D implies f (x) = 0 whenever x ∈ D.
In Theorem 0 we recall the characterization of analytic sets by using T -sequences.
Example and remarks. Let (a n ) n∈N be a sequence in K such that Notice that Robba's definition of analytic functions may extend to open sets like D. However, in a not spherically complete field such as C p , this definition gives functions that may not be expanded in Taylor series in some disks.
On the other hand, affinoid sets (resp. "connected" affinoid sets i.e.: infraconnected affinoid sets) are defined by Fresnel and Van Der Put in [7] and were used to construct a theory of analytic functions defined by a sheaf of analytic elements on affinoid sets. But, for example, if we consider the analytic set D defined above, we see that such a set can't be covered by an increasing sequence of infraconnected affinoid sets. Therefore, by Fresnel and Van Der Put process, one obtains, for example, the characteristic function of the set d(0, 2) \ d(0, 1 − ) as an analytic function on D ( [7, 1.7] ). Hence, we see that the family of affinoid sets is too small to give a general theory of analytic functions, satisfying the principle of analytic continuation.
The aim here is to construct a large family of analytic functions, rich in properties, and defined on a large class of open analytic sets named analoid sets, as are Robba's sets, but avoiding the inconvenience of containing functions that may not be expanded in Taylor series in some disks in a non-spherically complete field. Particularly, we will see that strictly analytic functions satisfy the principle of analytic continuation on any analoid set (Theorem 28).
Next, we recall some preliminaries definitions and particularly this of T -sequences.
A sequence (a n ) n∈N in K is said to be an increasing distances sequence (resp. a decreasing distances sequence) if the sequence |a n+1 − a n | is strictly increasing (resp. decreasing) and has a limit l ∈ R * + . A sequence (a n ) n∈N is said to be a monotonous distances sequence if it is either an increasing distances sequence or a decreasing distances sequence.
A sequence (a n ) n∈N in K is said to be an equal distances sequence if |a n − a m | = |a m − a q | whenever n, m, q ∈ N such that n = m = q.
A set D in K is said to be infraconnected if for every a ∈ D, the mapping I a from D to R + defined by I a (x) = |x − a| has an image whose closure in R + is an interval. (In other words, a set D is not infraconnected if and only if there exist a and b ∈ D and an annulus Γ(a, r 1 , r 2 ) with 0 < r 1 < r 2 < |a − b| such that Γ(a, r 1 , r 2 ) ∩ D = ∅.)
As usual, given a set A in K and a point a ∈ K, we denote by δ(a, A) the distance from a to A. 
Monotonous filters.
Let a ∈ D and S ∈ R * + be such that Γ(a, r, S) ∩ D = ∅ whenever r ∈]0, S[ (resp. Γ(a, S, r)∩D = ∅ whenever r > S). We call an increasing (resp. a decreasing) filter of center a and diameter S, on D the filter F on D that admits for base the family of sets Γ(a, r, S) ∩ D (resp. Γ(a, S, r) ∩ D). For every sequence (r n ) n∈N such that r n < r n+1 (resp. r n > r n+1 ) and lim n→∞ r n = S, it is seen that the sequence Γ(a, r n , S) ∩ D (resp. Γ(a, S, r n ) ∩ D) is a base of F and such a base is called a canonical base [6] .
Given an increasing (resp. a decreasing) filter F on D of center a and diameter r, we will denote by P D (F) the set {x ∈ D | |x − a| ≥ r} (resp. the set {x ∈ D | |x − a| ≤ r}). Further P D (F) will be named the D-beach of F.
We call a monotonous filter on D a filter which is either an increasing filter or a decreasing filter.
Given a monotonous filter F we will denote by diam(F) its diameter.
The field K is said to be spherically complete if each nested sequence of disks has a nonempty intersection. The field C p , for example, is not spherically complete. However, every algebraically closed complete ultrametric field admits a spherically complete algebraically closed extension [6] .
Let F be an increasing (resp. a decreasing) filter of center a and diameter S on D. The filter F is said to be pierced if for every r ∈]0, S[, (resp. r > S), Γ(a, r, S)(resp. Γ(a, S, r)) contains some hole T m of D.
Monotonous distances holes sequences.
Let a ∈ D. Let (T m,i ) 1≤i≤s(m) m∈N be a sequence of holes of D which (ρ m,i ))) will be called inferior limit-piercing (resp. superior limit-piercing) of the se-
If a monotonous holes sequence of diameter r has an inferior limitpiercing ρ > 0 and a superior limit-piercing ρ < r, it will be said correctly pierced.
A set D will be said to be correctly pierced if every monotonous distances holes sequence of D with a not empty D-beach is correctly pierced. A weighted sequence is said to be correctly pierced if its associated monotonous distances holes sequence is.
For every m ∈ N, we put
The sequence (Ω m ) m∈N will be called perturbations sequence of the weighted sequence. We will say that the weighted sequence has a perturbations sequence bounded by λ ∈ R + , if sup Let S 1 and S 2 be two monotonous distances holes (resp. weighted) sequence. We will say that S 1 and S 2 are cofiltring if they are associated to the same monotonous filter of K.
We see that two cofiltring sequences have the same centers and the same D-beach.
be two cofiltring monotonous distances holes sequences, of center a. The holes of the set
form a monotonous distances sequence which is cofiltring to S and S . We will denote it by S ∪S . Thus, S ∪S is in the form (T m,i ) 1≤i≤k(m) m∈N , and we remark that a hole of S ∪ S is either a hole of S or a hole of S .
T -sequences.
be an increasing (resp. decreasing) weighted sequence and for all m ∈ N, let q m =
q m,i . The weighted sequence S will be said to be a T -sequence if it satisfies: 
Remark. An element of a polar sequence is either an element of D\D or an element of a hole of D. Notice that for all r < p
Definition of an analoid set.
We build up our theory of strictly analytic functions on the so-called analoid sets.
Definition. D will be said to be an analoid if D satisfies: 1) Every T -polar sequence admits an empty D-beach.
2) Every monotonous distances holes sequences with a not empty Dbeach has a superior limit-piercing strictly inferior to its diameter.
3) D is open.
Remark. An analoid set is analytic. Indeed, suppose that an analoid
Since D is analoid, S has a superior limit-piercing ρ < R. Hence, without loss of generality we assume that diameter of holes of S are upper bounded by σ ∈]ρ, R[.
q m,i . Then, by [6, Proposition 35.4] , the weighted se-
is a T -sequence and therefore D admits a T -polar sequence with a not empty D-beach, a contradiction with the hypothesis "D is analoid".
Examples.
Definitions. Let D be a set that contains at least two points.
D is called quasi-connected ([11] ) if for any two points x, y ∈ D, the set {|z − x|; z ∈ K \ D, |z − x| ≤ |y − x|} is finite.
A quasi-connected set D is called regular ( [10] ) (resp. completely regular [13] ) if for any two points x, y ∈ D and any r ∈ |K * | with r ≤ |y −x|, the set (K \D)∩d(a, r) can be covered by countably (resp. finitely) many open balls with radius r.
We recall that the notion of regular quasi-connected set was first given by Krasner ([11] ) when the residue class field of K is not countable.
Quasi-connected sets (and particulary regular and completely regular quasi-connected sets) are analoids. Indeed, on one hand, it is well known that quasi-connected sets are open. On the other hand, since for all x, y in a quasi-connected set D, the set {|z − x|; z ∈ K \ D, |z − x| ≤ |y − x|} is finite, we see that D has neither monotonous distances holes sequences nor polar sequence with a not empty D-beach and consequently it is an analoid.
But generally, analoid sets are not quasi-connected. Indeed, an analoid may have monotonous distances holes sequence and polars sequence with a not empty beach, which is not true for quasi-connected sets.
Let (a n ) n∈N be an increasing distances sequence in the disk d(0, 1) of Remarks. i) One can't have an increasing covering of such a set D by admissible sets either in the sense of [Fresnel Van der Put and Morita] or in the sense of [Karlowski and Ullrich] . Consequently, one can't define analytic functions on D in these different senses.
ii) We notice that the class of analoid sets is not stable by intersection, but we define a subclass of "special" analoid sets which is so and which makes covering of every analoid set.
D-admissible sets.
Let D be an analoid and let U ⊂ D. Then U will be said to be D-admissible if U is empty or if it satisfies the following conditions: a) U is closed and bounded. b) U is analytic and correctly pierced. c) U is well pierced. 
Theorem 1. Let D be an analoid. Let G be the system of D-admissible sets and for each U ∈ G, let Cov(U ) be the system of finite coverings of U by subset of U which are elements of G.
Then
The proof of this theorem first requires Lemmas 2, 3, 4, 5 and Theorems 6, 7. 
Moreover, if
For each m ∈ N and Proof: Let ρ (resp. σ) be the inferior (resp. superior) limit-piercing of 
Proof: Without loss of generality, we may assume S increasing. By Lemma 2 we have
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As S has a bounded perturbations sequence there exists λ ∈ R such that
as follows: (1) implies that at least one of the two series
We suppose +∞ m=0 q (m)(log r − log d m ) = +∞. We obviously have the
Hence we have Let H be the presheaf on D which, to each D-admissible U , associates H(U ).
Theorem 8. The presheaf H is a sheaf for the G-topology on D.
Proof: This is a consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma 9. Let U 1 and U 2 be correctly pierced closed analytic sets such that
Proof: By Lemma 5 a hole of U 1 ∩ U 2 is either a hole of U 1 or a hole of U 2 . Hence Lemma 9 holds by [14, Theorem 8.3] .
Remark. In a next paper we will study properties of this sheaf.
Let's now prove that an analoid admits a covering by an increasing sequence of D-admissible sets.
, and
Then S is a T -sequence if and only if S is a T -sequence.
Proof: Let m ∈ N and let j ∈ {1, . . . , s(m)}. We put
and if (d n ) n∈N is increasing (resp. decreasing) we put According to the hypothesis of the lemma, obviously there exist α, β ∈ R + and N ∈ N such that
We now suppose that S is a T -sequence; consequently S satisfies (1). (1) We have a symmetric proof when S is a T -sequence.
Definition. Two cofiltring weighted sequences
will be said to be similar if they have the same inferior and superior limit-piercing.
Corollary 11. Let S and S be similar weighted sequences. Then S is correctly pierced if and only if S is correctly pierced. Besides, if S is correctly pierced, then S is an idempotent T -sequence if and only if S is an idempotent T -sequence.
Lemma 12. Let U 1 , U 2 be infraconnected sets such that
Proof: Let a, b ∈ U 1 ∪ U 2 and let r 1 , r 2 ∈ R such that 0 < r 1 < r 2 < |a − b|. We just have to check that (
If a, b ∈ U 1 or a, b ∈ U 2 , then since both U 1 and U 2 are infraconnected,
Now we assume that a ∈ U 1 and b ∈ U 2 . First suppose,
We have a symmetric proof when a ∈ U 2 and b ∈ U 1 . This ends the proof of Lemma 12.
Lemma 13. Let U 1 and U 2 be infraconnected sets such that Since U 1 and U 2 are well pierced, then by Lemma 14 so is U 1 ∪ U 2 . We will show that U 1 ∪ U 2 is analytic. Indeed let us suppose that this is not true. So, by Theorem 0, U 1 ∪ U 2 admits a T -sequence S with a not empty U 1 ∪ U 2 -beach. But since U 1 ∪ U 2 is correctly pierced, by Lemma 3, we may assume that S is an idempotent T -sequence with a bounded perturbations sequence.
Lemmas 14 and 4 show that there exists a T -sequence S 1 or S 2 whose holes are holes of U 1 or holes of U 2 respectively. For example let us suppose S 1 to be this T -sequence. Obviously S 1 is decreasing because U 1 does not admit increasing T -sequences. Since U 1 is analytic, by Theorem 0 we see that S 1 has an empty U 1 -beach. Hence the U 1 ∪ U 2 -beach of S is included in U 2 . Let a be an element of the U 1 ∪ U 2 -beach of S, then a ∈ U 2 . a) We assume U 1 ∩ U 2 = ∅ and take b ∈ U 1 ∩ U 2 . In particular we have |a − b| > diam(S). By Lemma 14, we see that from certain rank, the holes of S 1 are included in holes of U 2 . To such a hole of U 2 we associate the sum of the weights of holes of S 1 that it contains. Hence, we obtain a weighted sequence of holes of U 2 which is, by [6, Proposition 35 .4], a T -sequence. Thus U 2 admits a T -sequence with a not empty U 2 -beach, which contradicts the hypothesis that U 2 is analytic.
b) Now we assume that
Since S 1 is decreasing, it is clear that
As a ∈ U 2 , by (2), we have δ(U 1 , U 2 ) ≤ diam(S 1 ) which is a contradiction with (1). Thus U 1 ∪ U 2 is analytic and therefore it is D-admissible.
Notation. Henceforth, K is supposed topologically separable. It is well known that such a field is not spherically complete ( [14] ) and we see that C p satisfies such a conditions. Definition. We will call prepierced filter on D every monotonous filter on D with center, less thin than a polar sequence.
Remark. Let D be an infraconnected set of K and let λ < diam(D).
Then, since K is separable, the family of disks d(a, λ − ) included in D which contain elements of D \ D is countable. Moreover, the family of disks included in D whose centers are centers of prepierced filters of diameter λ is countable too.
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Lemma 16. Let a ∈ K and r > 0. Then a partition of d(a, r − ) by non-circumferenced disks is a singleton or infinite.
Proof: Suppose that the partition is not reduced to a singleton. Let d(a, ρ − ) be the element of the partition containing a. Then, we see that ρ < r. Since K is algebraically closed, its valuation group is dense in R. Then, let b, c ∈ K such that ρ < |b − a| < |c − a| < r. 
We will denote by R the relation defined on T by U RV if there exists W ∈ T such that U ⊂ W and V ⊂ W . This relation is obviously seen to be an equivalence relation on T . For every U ∈ T , we put U = V ∈U V where U is the equivalence class of U .
We will show that for each U ∈ T , there exists V ∈ U such that V = U and that there is only one equivalence class with respect to the relation R.
Suppose that for certain U ∈ T we have V U for all V ∈ U . Therefore there exists a sequence (V α(n) ) n∈N in U , strictly increasing with respect to the inclusion, whose limit diameters is equal to diam( U ). Without loss of generality we may assume that the sequence (V α(n) ) n∈N either is in T 1 or is in T 2 or is in T 3 or is in T 4 .
First, we assume that V α(n) ∈ T 1 , ∀ n ∈ N and we write
Then, since lim n→+∞ s n = 0, we see that
By [6, Theorem 3.1], we may extract from (a α(n) ) n∈N a sequence (a β(n) ) n∈N which either is convergent or is an equal distances sequence or is a monotonous distances sequence. Since ρ n ≥ λ for all n ∈ N and d(a n , ρ
If (a β(n) ) n∈N is an equal distances sequence of value A, then since (V α(n) ) n∈N is a strictly increasing sequence, we obviously have
Moreover, as the holes of D are disjointed, we have
Then we see that (2) and (3) contradict (1) . If (a β(n) ) n∈N is a monotonous distances sequence, then by (1) necessarily the sequence (d(a β(n) , ρ − β(n) ) n∈N is an increasing distances holes sequences, of diameter diam( U ) and of superior limit-piercing diam( U ). Then, since the sequence (d (a β(n 
, we see that this contradicts the hypothesis "D is an analoid". Second, suppose that V α(n) ∈ T 2 , ∀ n ∈ N. On one hand, since (V α(n) ) n∈N is strictly increasing, we see that diam(Û ) > λ. On the other hand, since lim n→+∞ t n = 0, we have diam(Û ) = λ, which is impossible.
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Finally, (V α(n) ) n∈N can't be a strictly increasing sequence for the inclusion in T 3 (resp. T 4 ) because their elements are of diameter λ. Thus this finishes proving that for each U ∈ T , there exists V ∈ U such that V = U . Hence we see that d(a, r − ) admits a partition by a family of elements of T .
Let us suppose that this partition is not reduced to a singleton. Then, by Lemma 16 We will show that S is correctly pierced. Indeed, we notice that every element of T has a diameter superior to λ, and therefore the inferior limit-piercing of S is not zero. Moreover, by definition, every hole of T 3 and T 4 is of diameter λ. We also remark that, since lim Let b be a center of S and let m ∈ N.
•
− ) and therefore we put
• 
Hence we have obtained a weighted sequence
which is cofiltring to S and satisfying
We first see that S is increasing and has a not empty D-beach because d(a, r − ) D. But since D is correctly pierced and 0 < λ < t, S is also correctly pierced. Now we see that both S and S are cofiltring, correctly pierced, satisfy (5) and that S is an idempotent T -sequence. Then by Lemma 10, S is an idempotent T -sequence. Therefore, by Lemma 3, we can assume that S has a bounded perturbations sequence. 
. This ends the proof of Lemma 17.
Lemma 18. Let D be an analoid, let a, b ∈ D and let r > 0 such that r ≤ |a − b|. Then there exists a D-admissible U a,r containing a, of diameter r, without increasing T -sequences and such that every increasing distances sequence of holes of U a,r is correctly pierced.
Proof: Let λ ∈]0, min(r, δ(a, K \ D))[ be such that λ /
∈ |K|. Let (F n ) n∈N be the sequence of prepierced filters of diameter λ, secant with d(a, r − ).
Let (d(a n , ρ n − )) n∈N be the family of holes of D included in d(a, r − ), of diameter superior or equal to λ, let (d(b n , µ n − )) n∈N be the family of holes of D, included in d(a, r − ), of diameter strictly inferior to λ, let (c n ) n∈N be such that for all n ∈ N, c n is center of F n and let (d(d n , λ − )) n∈N be the family of disks of diameter λ which contain elements of (D\D)∩d(a, r − ).
For all n ∈ N, we put u n = |a − a n |. If d(a n , ρ n − ) is circled, we have u n > ρ n . So, we may choose ε n ∈]0,
is not circled, we put ε n = 0.
For all n ∈ N, we put T
We define U a,r as follows:
By construction we have a ∈ U a,r and diam(U a,r ) ≤ r. Let us suppose that diam(U a,r ) < r. Then for r 1 , r 2 ∈] max(λ, diam(U a,r )), r[ and for We will check that a hole of U a,r is an element of T . Indeed, let T be a hole of U a,r . It is clearly seen that T is a union of holes of T . Then by Lemma 17, there exists T ∈ T such that T = T . We deduce that the diameters of holes of U a,r are superior to λ and consequently, U a,r is well pierced. Besides, U a,r is closed by construction.
Next, given a monotonous distances (resp. weighted) sequence S of holes of U a,r , we may denote by S 1 (resp. S 2 , resp. S 3 , resp. S 4 ) the subsequence which consists of the holes of S lying in T 1 (resp. T 2 , resp. T 3 , resp. T 4 ).
We will show that U a,r is correctly pierced. Then, since U a,r is well pierced, we only have to prove that every monotonous distances sequence S of holes of U a,r , of diameter ρ, either has an empty U a,r -beach or has a superior limit-piercing strictly inferior to ρ. Without loss of generality we may suppose that S is of center 0. If S 1 is infinite, then it is similar to a sequence S D of holes of D. As U a,r ⊂ D and as D is an analoid, we see that if S has a not empty U a,r -beach, then S D and S 1 are correctly pierced.
If S 2 (resp. S 3 , resp. S 4 ) is infinite, its superior limit-piercing is equal to λ. Obviously, we have ρ ≥ λ. Suppose that ρ = λ, then there exists n ∈ N such that 0 ∈ d(c n , λ − ); but since λ / ∈ |K| and by definition of U a,r , we have U a,r ∩ d(c n , λ) = ∅. Thus S 2 (resp. S 3 , resp. S 4 ) has an empty U a,r -beach. So, if S has a not empty U a,r -beach, it is correctly pierced and consequently U a,r is correctly pierced. Besides, we see that every increasing distances sequence of holes of U a,r is correctly pierced. Indeed, if S is an increasing distances sequence of holes of U a,r with an empty beach, necessarily its diameter is r. Since r > λ we see that if the superior limit-piercing of S is equal to r, then S 1 is infinite and has a superior limit-piercing equal to r, hence S 1 is similar to an increasing sequence of holes of D. But since |a − b| > r, this sequence has a not empty beach which contradicts the hypothesis "D is an analoid". Now we will check that U a,r doesn't have increasing T -sequences and that it doesn't admit decreasing T -sequences with a not empty U a,rbeach. Indeed, let us suppose that U a,r admits an increasing (resp. decreasing) T -sequence S (resp. with a not empty U a,r -beach) of center 0. We know that such a sequence S is correctly pierced. Therefore by Lemma 3 we may assume that S is idempotent and has a bounded perturbations sequence. Hence, by Lemma 4, S 1 or S 2 or S 3 or S 4 is a T -sequence. If S 1 or S 2 is a T -sequence, then as each hole of T 1 and T 2 contains a hole of D and as |b| ≥ diam(S) (resp. as S has a not empty U a,r -beach), Lemma 10 shows that D admits a T -sequence with a not empty D-beach, which contradicts the hypothesis that D is analytic. If S 3 is a T -sequence, then since each element of T 3 is the set of centers of a prepierced filter of diameter λ, we can construct a monotonous distances sequence S D of holes of D such that both S 3 and S D satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 10. But this implies that D admits a T -sequence with a not empty D-beach, which is absurd because D is analytic. Finally, if S 4 is a T -sequence, then D admits a T -polar sequence with a not empty D-beach, which is also absurd. Thus U a,r doesn't have any increasing T -sequences and doesn't admit any decreasing T -sequences with a not empty U a,r -beach.
Thus using Theorem 0 we see that as any T -sequence of U a,r has an empty U a,r -beach, U a,r is analytic. This ends the proof of Lemma 18. For all n ∈ N, we put
By Lemma 12, it is obvious that U n is infraconnected. On one hand, for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}, both U a,ai and d(a i , r) are well pierced and then by Lemma 14, U n is well pierced. On the other hand, by Theorem 19, we see that each increasing distances sequence of holes of U a,ai is correctly pierced, hence by Lemma 14, so is any increasing distances sequences of holes of U n . This way, to show that U n is correctly pierced, we only have to check that every decreasing distances sequence of holes of U n with a not empty U n -beach, of diameter r, has a superior limit-piercing strictly inferior to r. Let S be such a sequence and let b an element of its U n -beach. Obviously there exists i 0 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} such that b ∈ U a,ai 0 ∪ d(a i0 , r i0 ). Since S is a decreasing distances sequence, naturally we have r < diam(U n ). Then, if |a−b| > r, by Lemma 14 the holes of S are included in holes of U a,ai 0 . So, we obtain a sequence of holes of U a,ai 0 which is cofiltring to S and has a not empty U a,ai 0 -beach. But since U a,ai 0 is correctly pierced, we see that, in particular, its superior limit-piercing is strictly inferior to r. It follows that it is the same for the superior limit-piercing of S. Now, if |a − b| ≤ r, by ultrametricity we see that a belongs to the beach of S. Obviously there exists i 1 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} such that |a − a i1 | = diam(U n ). Therefore we have |b − a i1 | > r and then by Lemma 14, from certain rank each hole of S is included in a hole of U a,ai 1 . So, these holes of U a,ai 1 form a decreasing sequence cofiltring to S, whose U a,ai 1 -beach contains a. Moreover, its superior limit-piercing is strictly inferior to r because U a,ai 1 is correctly pierced. Hence, S has a superior limit-piercing strictly inferior to r. This shows that U n is correctly pierced and then by Lemma 15, U n is D-admissible.
Since D is open we have λ > 0. Then there exists n ∈ N such that |b − a n | < min( We will denote by A(D) the set of strictly analytic functions on D.
Remarks.
Here we obtain a definition of analytic functions over an important class of open sets. Obviously we may define strictly analytic functions over quasi-connected sets that, according to Example 3 in section II, form a subclass of the class of analoids.
Moreover, as the ground field is not spherically complete, it is well known that there exist many analytic functions in the sense of KrasnerRobba that may not be expanded in Taylor series in some disks ( [14, p. 146] ). On the other hand, analytic functions in our sense are always expanded in Taylor series in disks (see Proposition 23).
As notice in the preliminaries, in Fresnel-van der Put's theory, one considers infraconnected sets D with a covering made of affinoid sets which are not necessarily infraconnected, and therefore analytic functions obtained by this way contain non trivial characteristic functions of certain subsets D of D.
In [13] Morita defined analytic functions over the class of completely regular quasi-connected sets using Tate's theory of rigid analytic spaces ( [17] ). On such sets, this definition is equivalent to the one of Fresnel and Van Der Put. Over a completely regular quasi-connected set in a topologically separable field K, it is easy to show that our definition, Morita's definition and Fresnel-Van-Der-Put's definition are equivalent.
By an other process Karlowski and Ullrich ( [10] ) defined analytic functions on regular quasi-connected sets in an algebraically closed complete ultrametric field. We know that a regular quasi-connected set is quasiconnected and that a quasi-connected set in a field with a countable residue class field is regular. We notice that if we suppose D to be quasiconnected in a topologically separable field K, our definition of analytic functions is not equivalent to Karlowski-Ullrich's definition. Indeed, in the example in page 416 of [10] Example. Let (a n ) n∈N and (α n ) n∈N be two sequences in K such that |a n | < |a n+1 | and |α n | < |α n+1 |, ∀ n ∈ N and such that lim λ n x − a n and N n=0 µ n x − α n converge uniformly on U (when N tends to +∞). So, for any D-
λ n x − a n and
belong to H(U ) and consequently, they belong to A(D).
and f
don't belong to H(D).
Properties of strictly analytic functions.
Proposition 21. Let D be an analoid.
1) The set A(D) is a K-algebra. It contains H(D).
Let D be an analoid satisfying D ⊂ D.
2) Every D -admissible set is a D-admissible set.
3
) The restriction of an element of A(D) to D is an element of A(D ).
Proof: The assertions 1) and 2) are obvious. Let f ∈ A(D) and U be a D -admissible set. By 2) we see that the restriction of f to U is an element of H(U ). Hence f is a strictly analytic function on D .
Proposition 22. Let D be an analoid and f ∈A(D). Then f ∈A(D).
Proof: Let U be D-admissible. Since f/U belongs to H(U ) and since U is well pierced, by [6, Corollary 19.2 H(∆(a, s, s ) ). By the Mittag-Leffler Theorem [6] , in
] one has f /U ∈ H(U ). Hence f belongs to A(D).
Proposition 23. Let D be an analoid, let a ∈ D and let
n , where
n don't depend on s and s .
For all x ∈ Γ(a, r, r ),
n converge and , s) ), we see that f belongs also to H(U ) and this proves that
Remark. A(K)
is the algebra of power series of infinite radius of convergence. Therefore the Liouville Theorem [1] holds: a bounded strictly analytic function on K is constant. 
Proof: Clearly b) implies a).
If D is not D-admissible then, since it is an analoid, either D is not closed or is not bounded or is not well pierced or is circled.
First suppose that D is not closed and, without loss of generality, that 0 ∈ D \ D (resp. we suppose that D is unbounded). Let (a n ) n∈N be a sequence in K * such that lim Finally, suppose that D admits a circled hole that we suppose (without loss of generality) equal to d(0, r − ) (resp. we suppose that D is peripherally circled of diameter S). Then let (a n ) n∈N be a sequence in K * satisfying (1) ( |a n | r n ) n∈N (resp. (|a n |S n ) n∈N ) is unbounded. 
Analytic continuation.
In Theorem 28 we will show that strictly analytic functions on an analoid of K satisfy the property of analytic continuation. Example. Let (a n ) n∈N and (α n ) n∈N be two sequences in K satisfying |a n | < |a n+1 |, |α n | < |α n+1 | ∀ n ∈ N, lim For every n ∈ N, we put b n = a n + λ n and β n = α n + µ n .
d(a n , ρ − n )) {α n ; n ∈ N} {β n ; n ∈ N} . According to [6, Lemma 4 and Proposition 36.5], we check that D doesn't admit T -polar sequences and therefore is analoid.
. Since any Dadmissible set U is well pierced, and since lim 
